In this paper 
Introduction
Prior to the Web 2.0 movement of the early 2000's, most web sites used only static HTML pages supporting a minimal level of user interaction. The movement led to such widespread evolution that today's Internet is now dominated by frequentlyupdated dynamic content presented in a highlyinteractive environment. Despite all this change, however, the hyperlink continues to be a core component of any document on the web. Hyperlinks define the flow of web traffic, as they dictate visitor activity by sending users to additional resources that are relevant to the current document. A good linking scheme helps users discover everything that a given web site has to offer, and it keeps them engaged by providing a means to proceed to additional related content; frequent linking to additional related pages is especially important on modern web sites with large amounts of dynamic content. However, manual linking, while effective, is not always feasible for large or ever-expanding collections of documents.
In this paper, we present a system that analyzes a collection of HTML documents (such as the pages found on a web site) and automatically generates inline links between related pages in the collection. The system works in three phases. First, it indexes each web page and extracts candidate keywords that could potentially be replaced with links on the page. Second, it clusters the pages based on the keywords that have been identified. Finally, it identifies the keywords that are most relevant within the cluster of each page, and converts those keywords into links each pointing to a different but related page within the cluster. The system can be deployed as a web service usable by virtually any type of web site with only a minimal installation process.
Our system is built using a client-server web service architecture. Javascript code communicates with the server side and seamlessly displays automatically-generated inline links on pages on which it is deployed. The server handles page indexing and link generation. What makes our system unique is that the server is able to collect real-time user feedback based on clicks and time spent on landing pages. This feedback is then used to improve the relevance of generated links. Our system is also capable of incorporating a growing number of documents into its auto-linking scheme as they are added, without any type of supervision. The ultimate goal of our system is to provide an unsupervised way to discover keywords relevant to web documents, to increase user interaction on a web site, and to identify web documents that are related to each other through semantic analysis.
Related Work
Automated linking as well as web document clustering has already been employed in a variety of ways and for a variety of purposes. In the simplest automatic linking system, an administrator might specify a list of keywords as well as a list of corresponding landing pages. Words or phrases within paragraphs would then be converted into links, with their frequency being determined by some heuristic. Such systems are trivial to implement and are available as plug-ins for popular blogging and content management software, such as Joomla. Advertising companies such as Vibrant Media, Skimlinks, and VigLink use scripts that convert text into inline advertisement links based on advertiserspecified keywords that are discovered on publisher web sites. More-interesting and more-complex approaches have been proposed by researchers. For example, Camacho-Guerrero et al. use clustering and latent semantic analysis to group related web pages and then add links within the clusters [1] . Similarly, Yang and Lee cluster pages in order to generate a list of relevant documents that mimics product recommendations on modern shopping sites [2] . Zeng proposes an automated linking scheme which performed keyword extraction using information retrieval techniques [3] . Heer and Chi, and many others have analyzed web traffic statistics in order to cluster web pages and determine user interests [3] .
The work most similar to ours is that of Zeng [3] . In his paper, the author uses the Vector Space Model to discover similar paragraphs across a variety of documents. Similar keywords are then converted into links that point to related paragraphs, though the keywords do not necessarily need to appear in the related paragraphs.
The author suggests incorporating user feedback as part of future work. His system is tested on a closed dataset and the results indicate successful keyword extraction that is approximately 64% similar to hand-picked keywords. While Zeng's results are promising, the author does not offer conclusive evidence about the relevance of the automatically-generated links. His most significant contribution to our work is the idea of using not only individual words, but also phrases as possible inline link text.
To the best of our knowledge, no previous automatic linking scheme factors in real-time user feedback in order to dynamically improve its semantic understanding of documents and the links that are generated. Furthermore, we believe our work is the first to support a growing dataset of arbitrary size that can be deployed on live web sites without any supervision. Most prior research, including [2] , does not work with inline links. Advertising services often fail to extract the context of a keyword, and thus their inline links suffer from low relevance and sub-optimal conversion rates tied with end user frustration (though in this case, their performance is further constrained by the keywords of advertisers and their budgets). It is clear that this prior work can be built upon in order to deliver relevant inline links which respond to user feedback.
Our long-term goal is to make our system available to the public through a web service. The deployment of our web service would be similar in principle to existing services such as LinkedWithin.com [13] , which would allow web publishers to easily adapt our system with minimal programming knowledge and setup time.
Background Information
Our system uses methodologies from a number of different fields, including data mining, information retrieval, and natural language processing. Background information required to understand the design of our system is outlined below.
Web Document Format
While documents served on the web can be of just about any type, most web pages are built using HyperText Markup Language (HTML) code that is displayed inside a web browser application. HTML is a markup language derived from XML, though it does not necessarily conform to the same validity requirements that XML imposes. Each HTML document contains a node tree with a variety of different types of nodes, each of which has a different semantic meaning, and each of which can take on different attributes. Some nodes in the document are used to display content, while others may supply metadata or simply add structure to the document. HTML includes a number of formatting options, and thanks to supporting technologies such as Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), designers can style them with hardly any limitations. Furthermore, HTML documents can be made dynamic through browser-based scripting, which is currently carried out using JavaScript in all modern browsers. Images and other media can of course also be embedded.
A distinctive feature of web documents is their ability to contain hyperlinks, which are blocks of text or images that point to other web documents using a URL. When clicked, the user is taken to the linked document. The HTML <a> tag is used for links.
When indexing web pages, our system flattens web documents and extracts keywords from the resulting plain text. Once links have been generated, a client-side script is used to replace a given string with a hyperlink. We refer to such links as inline links, as the clickable text is always a part of the original document.
Web Page Clustering
Clustering is an unsupervised data mining technique that has seen a great deal over research during the past two decades. A clustering system arranges a set of n documents into k clusters such that the grouping that is output minimizes some overall distance measure. The number of clusters, k, is input by the user, while the distance metric used generally depends on the type of clustering algorithm being employed. Traditional clustering algorithms place each document into just one cluster, though "fuzzy" clustering techniques that can assign documents into multiple clusters also exist.
Web page clustering involves taking a sizable group of web pages as an input and assigning them into groups based on similarity, without necessarily drawing any additional conclusions about the content itself. Thus, the main result of clustering is discovery of web pages that are related to each other in some way. This can later help aid the discovery of relevant subject matter or keywords.
In this work, we employ the k-means++ clustering algorithm [5] to cluster web documents. This algorithm seeks to minimize the mean square distance between the documents found in each cluster. The distance calculation is carried out on a term-frequency vector using the euclidean distance formula. The algorithm picks initial centroids "proportionally to the square of the distance between each successive choice" [6] , assigns documents to the one closest centroid, and calculates new centroids for each generated cluster. The last two steps are repeated until no change is made to the centroids, at which point the clusters are returned. [6] . The only difference between kmeans++ and the well-known k-means algorithm is in how the starting centroids are chosen. Once initialization is complete, k-means++ proceeds just like k-means.
Data Preparation
Data cleaning and data preparation is a key step in many types of data mining and information retrieval tasks that deal with web data. Due to the heterogeneous nature of web documents, however, there is no single method for cleaning web data.
The goal of data cleaning is to remove the "noise" in raw data and convert it into a format that is friendly to data mining and analysis. Simplifying the raw dataset is important, as it reduces the complexity of later processing. Data with high dimensionality may be too sparse to be effectively analyzed. However, when choosing the right attributes or making simplifications, great care has to be taken during this step, as over-simplification could also lead to loss of relevant data.
In section 4 we describe the specific data preparation tasks that were carried out on our dataset.
System Implementation
Our auto-linking system is designed with scalability in mind, as it is meant to be compatible with web sites that contain hundreds or even thousands of documents. Since the system must be able to work in real time, we have built it as a RESTful web service that can be queried for links using a page URL as the only input. The web service runs on a server accessible via a public URL.
Client-Side Code
In our case, the server is queried by JavaScript client code that runs inside the user's web browser. The client code is executed as soon as the requested web page is loaded. The webmaster must include this code on every page that he or she wishes to use with the system. While this may seem like a tedious task, it is in fact quite trivial as long as the target web site supports templating or server-side includes. In order to include the client script, it is enough to place a single HTML tag in the <head> section of the target page, as shown in Figure 1 . The src attribute should of course be prefixed with the URL of the actual web service installation.
<script type="text/javascript" src="al_main.js"> </script> Figure 1 . The HTML code enabling auto-linking on a web page
The web service interface is very simple, as it consists of only two methods that the client can call. The first method, getLinks, takes a page URL as input and returns a list of links as well as a hash of the indexed page content (or nothing if the page has not yet been indexed). This will allow the client to display any links that have been generated and determine whether or not the page needs to be reindexed. The second method, indexPage, takes a page URL, content, and title as input, indexes the page on the server, and returns nothing unless an error occurred. Both methods are called using POST via the HTTP protocol, and all output data is encoded using JSON, a lightweight data serialization format. The client code does not interact with the server in any other way except by calling these two methods. In other words, these two methods are sufficient to keep the system's index updated and display the latest links that have been generated on the server side (excluding user feedback collection, to be discussed later). Figure 2 summarizes the complete client-server interaction in our system. The client-side code starts by querying the server for links based on the URL of the current page (by calling the getLinks method). If the server responds with links, those links are immediately displayed. The client will then compare the hash of the indexed content on the server to the hash of the current page content, and if the two values differ, the client will tell the server to re-index the page using the indexPage method. If the server does not respond with a hash of the content, then the client will also call getLinks to get the page indexed. If the page is indexed but there are no links to be shown and the hashes match, the client does nothing.
Server-Side Code
The server-side code is what lies at the heart of our auto-linking system and drives the entire web service. It contains all of the logic needed to clean the input data, extract keywords, generate clusters, and output links. Its key components are shown in Figure 3 and described in the sections that follow. Our implementation of the auto-linking system is written in PHP and uses a MySQL database to store pages, keywords, links, and usage statistics. A relational database data layer was chosen for its performance and scalability.
Document Indexing
Before any further processing can be done, the system must build up an index of all the pages that are to be processed. Whenever the client requests that a page be indexed, the server stores the page's URL, title, and content in the database, and assigns a unique id to the tuple by which the page will be referenced in later stages of analysis. The page content can either be pushed by the client or fetched by the server using a separate web request. If a page's content is empty or below a user-defined length, however, the server will not index it. Furthermore, if a page has the same content as another page but the two URLs differ, the server will merely mark the new URL as an alias of the original page in order to avoid duplicating the content.
The actual content to be indexed is manually identified by the webmaster; all HTML nodes having some predefined class attribute will be considered by our system. While automated data-rich section extraction has seen much research recently [7] , we do not employ such techniques for the sake of simplicity and accuracy. Manual content selection ensures that all text data sent to our server is in fact real content, and not supporting navigational or visual markup. Regardless, in a real-world scenario, the end user will most likely not only find it trivial, but also preferable to manually add these class attributes using a page template system.
Clearly, HTML can contain more than just plain text nodes. In order to ensure that the content stored on the server contains no markup, we only keep the text nodes, however.
Keyword Extraction
The goal of the keyword extraction phase is to detect words and phrases that could potentially be relevant to each body of text that is analyzed. This is one of the most important parts of the system, as the quality of the candidate keywords directly influences the performance of clustering and the possible links that can be generated.
We approach this problem by starting with every word in the text and then eliminating words that we can almost certainly say would be poor keywords. In other words, we try to eliminate as many false positives as possible without drawing any conclusions about false positives. In addition to storing individual words, we also generate phrases up to a certain user-defined length (in our experiment, we limit the phrase length to 3 words). As we will show in section 5, multi-word phrases are often just as good if not better than single-word candidate keywords.
The keyword extraction phase starts by splitting the input text using spaces and line brakes as word boundaries. We then iterate through the array of words and flag all sentence boundaries based on the presence of punctuation marks such as periods, commas, exclamation points, colons, parentheses, etc. Once the sentence boundaries are known, we add to our array all n-grams up to the configured phrase length n.
As we cannot make any conclusions about the nature of the content that is being indexed, we cannot justify stripping any special characters from the keywords we generate. Similarly, because the words we generate may later be replaced with links on the web page from which they came from, we cannot alter them in any way. However, we of course do not want duplicate keywords being created simple due to the presence of trailing or leading punctuation marks such as periods or quotation marks. As long as we only alter the prefix or suffix of a word, the root should still be found on the page, so such changes can be made. Therefore, we filter punctuation as follows: if a punctuation mark is found at the beginning or end of a word, then it is stripped. Otherwise, it is kept. For example, the word "people." would be converted to "people", while the phrase "6.8 billion people" would be kept unchanged.
Once we have an array of cleaned terms, we can start to decide which terms to keep and which ones to discard. In order to do so, we employ three information retrieval techniques: stemming [8] , part of speech identification [9] , and stopword elimination [10] . We chose a general-purpose English stopword list for its universal applicability, and two efficient and accepted algorithms for the other two components.
We start by executing part of speech identification on the cleaned text, such that every term gets tagged with its part of speech. We intend on primarily converting nouns into links, so we only store whether or not each term is a noun. Once we have this information, we then loop through each term in our array and eliminate terms for which algorithm 2 returns a value of false. We only keep multi-word phrases if a algorithm 2 returns a value of true for a majority of the words that it is comprised of, and if it returns true for the first and the last words.
Algorithm 2: Filtering out stopwords
Once we have determined which words should be kept, we count their overall frequencies in the text. Before returning the final result, however, all multiword phrases that are substrings of other phrases are removed in order to avoid redundancies. For example, if the phrase "executive board meeting" existed in our processed output, we would eliminate the phrases "executive board" and "board meeting".
The final filtered output is stored in our SQL database and linked to the page to which it corresponds.
In order to improve clustering performance, we also perform stemming on the entire filtered output, merge it with title word frequencies (which we multiply by a constant factor to increase their weights), and store this information separately. The original keyword frequencies will later be used for keyword selection during link generation, and the stemmed keyword frequencies will be used for clustering in the following section.
Clustering
The K-means++ clustering algorithm that we use takes an array of term-frequency vectors as its input, and outputs arrays of page identifiers, each of which represents a different cluster. In order to reduce the computational complexity of this clustering operation, we limit the terms included in the termfrequency vector to those that fall above a preconfigured minimum frequency and maximum frequency. We choose to ignore words that occur on fewer than 5% of the indexed pages as well as those that occur on more than half the pages. These values can of course be adjusted.
The only attribute that we use for clustering is term frequency. When user feedback is available, it is used to adjust these frequencies.
The number of clusters is determined semiautomatically based on two configuration parameters. The first is the minimum average number of pages per cluster. If this value were set to 100 given a dataset of 1000 pages, at most 10 clusters would be generated, although each cluster would not necessarily contain 100 pages. The second is the ratio of total keywords over keywords in the term-frequency vector times some usersupplied constant factor. If 1000 pages had 3000 total keywords, 100 were used for clustering, and the user set the factor to 1, then the base number of clusters from this formula 30. Our system takes the minimum of the first and second values (in this case, the minimum of 10 and 30) and aims to generate that many clusters. This approach ensures that the number of clusters remains proportional to the number of relevant keywords while never being below a user-supplied lower limit that scales with the number of pages in the system. Once enough pages have been indexed and keywords have been generated, our system is ready to begin the clustering process. Clustering can occur whenever the getLinks interface method is called. However, it is only carried out if the number of new or updated pages in the system exceeds some usersupplied constant, or if a certain amount of time passes since the last clustering. This ensures that new pages are considered in a timely fashion, and it also ensures that user feedback is regularly incorporated into the system. If the system is due for re-clustering and a clustering operation is initiated, other incoming getLinks requests will not initiate reclustering, and the old links will be returned (if any) until re-clustering is complete.
Every time new clusters are generated, all existing links in the system are deleted.
on-the-fly as long as clustering has already been carried out. Otherwise, previously-generated links are fetched from the database.
Before we can select the keywords and landing pages for our links, we must obtain a list of keyword frequencies within the cluster of the current page. We query the database for these frequencies, and give multi-word phrases a slight boost compared to single words (a configuration parameter controls this). Then, all words with frequencies below a configured threshold are stripped.
This helps encourage that only keywords that are prominent in the current cluster are used as links.
Next, we generate a list of keyword frequencies for the current page itself. We do not remove any words, even if their frequency is 1, but we do boost the relative frequencies of multi-word phrases as we did with the cluster keywords. After both lists are obtained, the latter is sorted by frequency in descending order, and links are generated using algorithm 3.
In order to encourage link diversity, we do not allow for cyclical links, such as links having the same keyword on two different pages that point to each other. Furthermore, while we put faith in the reliability of our clusters, it is very possible that some page keywords will not exist within the current cluster. This could be caused by poor clustering of the current page or the rarity of a given keyword [11] . When this occurs, we choose a page outside of the current cluster as the link's target, though we require that the keyword frequency on the target page is higher than the frequency on the source page by some pre-configured constant factor.
Algorithm 3: Filtering out stopwords
Once algorithm 3 returns an array of links, these links are stored in the database for future use; they are also output immediately to the user. Algorithm 3 takes just a few milliseconds to execute, so the end user will likely not be able to tell if links were fetched from the database or if fresh links were generated.
User Feedback Integration
Our approach to user feedback collection is a passive one. Rather than asking users directly or having them answer questions, we transparently analyze how often links are clicked, and how long users spend on each page. This approach to data collection is not invasive and it does not distract the user when interacting with the web content that he or she was originally interested in. Nevertheless, the feedback can still be used to improve the user's overall experience by helping us generate relevant links.
Two types of user feedback data are collected: the number of clicks that each link receives and the time spent on the landing page whenever an automatically-generated link is clicked. In addition to this, we log the number of times that each link is displayed.
Using this data, we can improve not only the relevance of the keywords being selected for links, but also the relevance of the landing pages that each links points to. While all three of our metrics are well-accepted in web analytics, we must still show their effectiveness experimentally. This is done in section 5.
Suppose a given page has 6 links pointing to 6 different pages, but there were 10 candidate keywords in the original keyword frequency array that we found in the previous section. As time progresses, we gather an increasing amount of click data. Once we have a sufficient sample size, we can use the number of link clicks to update the relative frequencies of each keyword for a given page. We do so by normalizing the click frequencies, subtracting the mean from each data term and dividing by the range. The frequency of each corresponding keyword is then multiplied by this ratio and rounded to the nearest integer. This effectively promotes keywords receiving many clicks while demoting keywords that do not attract much attention. Then, when re-clustering occurs, poor keywords might be replaced by other candidate terms.
We take a similar approach for the time users spent on each landing page. When the user leaves a given landing page, the number of seconds that have elapsed since the page was loaded is is transmitted via the JavaScript code to our server. We implement this as a standalone system in order to be able performs analysis in real time. Solutions relying on external data sources, such as server access logs [3] or third-party services such as Google Analytics require manual data cleaning and preparation and thus would be much more difficult to use in an automated fashion. Instead, our system gives us the information we need when we need it, without any additional overhead. Once we have enough data, we again normalize it and penalize or boost the keyword frequencies of the landing pages that are considered in algorithm 3. This can lead to changes in the target URLs for one or more of the keywords on a page.
The number of times that each links is displayed, or our impression data, can be used to analyze which links are being shown but never clicked. Once a link has reached a certain number of impressions without being clicked, it is removed in favor of a different link, or no link at all if no candidate keywords remain.
Analysis
We analyzed the performance of our system on two datasets: first, we used a test dataset to test and improve the system during initial development, and later, we deployed the system on a live web site to evaluate the effectiveness of the user feedback.
For our test dataset, we used a corpus of German web news articles compiled by the University of Edinburgh [12] . We chose this dataset because it included articles on a wide range of topics unified by a common theme, much like blog posts or news stories on real web sites that might choose to employ our system. We chose a random sample of 2,000 out of the more than 8,000 articles in this dataset and created simple web pages that included each article as well as our JavaScript client code. This large size would allow us to test the scalability of our linking system without being overwhelmed by an extraordinary number of keywords during manual analysis.
Our system has a number of user-defined configuration options and constants, such as the reclustering interval, minimum cluster keyword frequency, maximum number of links, and minimum content length. In our experiments we used an upper bound of 50% for the maximum number of pages a keyword can be on, 5% for the minimum number of pages a keyword can be on, and 6% for the minimum absolute frequency (such that a keyword must appear multiple times on at least one page). The reclustering interval was set to one day, and reclustering would also be carried out if 50 or more pages changed.
While optimization of all these parameters is outside the scope of this work, with the test dataset we found that having too few or too many keywords could greatly impact the intra-cluster relevance of different pages.
In order to definitively measure our system's performance, we later deployed it on a live web site. The site we chose posts daily news from the photographic industry and our system was deployed on some 1,000 articles.
Test Dataset
The test dataset showed us that the system worked with reasonable accuracy for both keyword generation and landing page generation. Figures 5  through 7 show an example of the system applied to two articles in this dataset.
When limited to 7 links per article, our system generated approximately 8,800 links for the 2,000 pages listed. Approximately 75% of those links pointed to landing pages within the same cluster as the source page, while 25% pointed to pages outside of the cluster, as generated by algorithm 3. Figure 6 . The landing page when clicking on "power"
Live Dataset
Over the course of two weeks, our system indexed a total of 648 news article on a large web site (www.pentaxforums.com), grouped them into 18 clusters, and generated a total of 3172 links. 2336 of those links pointed to pages within the same cluster as the source page, while the remainder pointed to other pages. Those links received some 2400 impressions and 150 clicks during this time. Figure  8 shows an example of a web page containing automatically-generated links from our system. All non-organic links are highlighted for illustrative purposes.
In general, the k-means++ clustering performance was excellent. We analyzed intra-cluster page similarity by first identifying the topic of the majority of pages within the cluster, then manually counting how many of the pages in that cluster were relevant to this topic. Of the 648 pages clustered, we found 552 to be relevant within the clusters to which we were assigned, meaning that the intra-cluster similarity was a high 85.2%. An average of just 5 pages per cluster were incorrectly categorized. The two best-performing clusters had perfect similarity; one cluster contained only news posts about interviews, while another cluster contained only news posts about software and firmware updates. The worst-performing clusters were very small in size (3-4 pages) and had no semantic intracluster similarity.
The remaining clusters had similarity values very close to the overall mean. In many cases, the generated clusters closely resembled the editor-assigned categories for the pages even though our system had no knowledge of these categories. Table 1 shows the clustering effectiveness.
Impact of User Feedback
The relevance of each link keyword to the page it was on proved not to be as high as the overall keyword relevance. This is due to the constraint that each link must point to a landing page containing the same keyword. If no appropriate landing page exists, then the keyword cannot be used as in a link on the source page. Nevertheless, after analyzing the links that users elected to click on over the course of the test period, our system was able to increase the overall relevance of the keywords converted into links on each page. This increase is shown in table 2.
We believe that over time, as the number of user feedback data points increases, more optimal results can be achieved. Long-term data collection will be necessary to confirm this, and we plan to do so in the future. We were only able to collect some 20 data points about landing page relevance; this sample proved to be much too small to even have an impact on the landing pages our system chose. We discovered that the mechanism we used to transmit this feedback to our server is blocked by many web browsers due to abuse by malicious coders. In the future, we plan on addressing this issue by transmitting usage information to the server on a set interval such that information is always transmitted before a user leaves the page. Despite this, we found that because user click feedback had a positive side-effect of improving the overall relevance of the link keywords on the source page, the relevance of the landing pages did go up as well, as evidenced by table 3. While table 2 shows that the relevance of the source keywords went up overall, on some individual pages, user feedback actually worsened the results. This is because the keywords originally chosen were already being used in organic links, and thus no clicks were recorded for them in our system. In the future, we will need to detect the presence of organic links in order to avoid generating excessive autolinks.
Runtime Performance
We deployed our system on a dedicated dualXeon web server, a common hardware configuration for medium-to-large web sites. Trivial operations such as retrieving links or saving data in the database take but a few milliseconds to execute thanks to the efficiency of a well-indexed MySQL database. The actual generation of links is also a very quick process, and even with our test dataset with 2,000 pages, it took just fractions of a second for links to be generated for any one page. Performance-wise, the main bottleneck in our system is therefore only the actual K-means clustering of pages.
The k-means clustering algorithm runs in polynomial time and requires more time whenever the number of pages, number of attributes, or number of clusters increases. Thus, the more pages we have in our system, the longer the clustering operation will take.
Because the clustering is not carried out very frequently (once per day would be a reasonable maximum), though, this is not a major concern. In order to minimize the load on our web server, however, it is still desirable to attempt to execute the clustering as efficiently as possible. It is for this reason that filtering out keywords that are too frequent or too rare is very important, as is proper identification of stopwords. Tables 4 and 5 show the clustering performance for two different feature vector sizes.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we have presented a system for automated keyword extraction and inter-page link generation for collections of web pages. When deployed on a live web site, our system indexes the textual content of all pages to be considered, filters out unwanted words to generate candidate keywords, clusters the pages, and finally selects keywords to be converted into links, as well as landing pages for each keyword.
Our work is a proof of concept showing that it is not necessary to manually select keywords and landing pages in order to automatically generate web links to engage web site visitors. We've shown that such a system can collect feedback in real-time and seamlessly integrate it into a machine learning algorithm, and that the overall performance of the system is more than sufficient for real-world deployment. Finally, we've presented a non-invasive and anonymous yet effective methodology for user feedback collection in web environments.
User feedback proved to slightly improve both the overall relevance of the link keywords to each source page, and the relevance of the landing pages to the source page. More data collection will be necessary to definitively show the effectiveness of this feedback. During the two-week deployment of the system, no users of the live web site complained about the automatically-generated links.
With respect to our implementation itself, we have one outstanding issue that has not yet been addressed. If a piece of content is found on a standalone page as well as on an index page with other pieces of content, both pages will be indexed separately and the duplicate content may lead to pointless links as well as a degradation of clustering performance. More careful analysis of page content during indexing may therefore become necessary.
In the future, we plan to research ways to improve our system so that it can lead to a semantic understanding of the content that is indexed. The data that we have gathered could for instance be used to not only generate a list of keywords that are relevant to a page, but also identify synonyms and discover related terms that are not necessarily present on the page itself. This might also lead to the selection of keywords that link to pages without instances of that particular keyword. The candidate keyword selection process could potentially also be improved by factoring in keyword length as part of the keyword's relevance. Similarly, rather than stripping all HTML tags, we could make use of tags such as bold, italics, and images to identify keywords that are likely to be more relevant than others. As mentioned earlier, current organic links on each page should also be used to denote which keywords are of high relevance of a page, and to ensure that duplicate links are not generated by our system. With respect to our data collection, user engagements could be scrutinized more carefully to not only report the amount of time users spend on a page, but also the amount of mouse movement, highlighting, and scrolling that took place. Finally, cyclical links, which we currently avoid, could also be used to our advantage. Such links could strategically be placed in order to detect, over time (as click data is collected), if there exists directionality between the relationships of pairs of pages general or more specific than others on a related subject. We hope that this future work will help our system evolve into one that can over time reveal the semantics of the documents it indexes with high precision.
